Approach
The procedure used to solve these coupled problems is shown schematically in Fig. 1 
where specification of C¢,k is discussed below and the velocity difference is modified to be half the total velocity difference between the streams in the specified shear layer region
The free shear layer model is now given by 
The state can be computed using Euler explicit integration [ 1
The gain levels. K, = 1.2 and Kr = 0.06 S, were computed using conventional root locus metho(ts. These gains were input into a linearized one degree-of-freedom dynamics routine to verify implementation of the control law. The result of the linearized analysis is shown in Fig. 4 , which shows a slightly divergent envelope for the canard-fixed case, and damped behavior for the closed-loop system. Note that a canard deflection limiter was applied to represent stalling of the airfoil. ;_ll,t a cavity ,,w (',,n, liri,,n_ w,.r,.-i,,.,iii,,i ;ti,,llZ with ;t sty' t, _iz*' id' &t ----1.97/,._. P_,wcr SpCCtl';t Figure 10 shows the geometry used for this portion of the study, along with coefficient of pressure, Cp, contours.
3-D Cavity Store Separation
The geometry, shown in carriage position, can be seen in Fig. 11 . The domain contains about 2.2 million points distributed in 25 grids, with the missile grids being re-used from the previous stability derivative study. An example of the initialization of the cavity store separation problem is shown in Fig. 12 . This store-fixed sinmlation will be run approximately five characteristic times, until the artificial starting transients have dissipated, after which ejection will begin. The ejection forces applied to the store will be such that the velocity at the end of the 8 in. piston stroke wa.s 30 ft/s normal to ll 
Conclusions
A pitch attitude control law was implemented in a coupled Navier-Stokes/rigid-body dynanfics code. 
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